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Abstract—Rapid device aging in the nano era threatens system lifetime reliability, posing a major intrinsic threat to system
functionality. Traditional techniques to overcome the aging-induced device slowdown, such as guardbanding are static and incur
performance, power, and area penalties. In a manycore processor, the system-level design abstraction offers dynamic opportunities
through the control of task-to-core mappings and per-core operation frequency towards more balanced core aging profile across the
chip, optimizing the system lifetime reliability while meeting the application performance requirements. This paper presents Longevity
Framework (LF) that leverages online integrated aging-aware hierarchical mapping and VF-selection for lifetime reliability optimization
in manycore processors. The mapping exploration is hierarchical to achieve scalability. The VF-selection builds on the trade-offs
involved between power, performance, and aging as the VF is scaled while leveraging the per-core DVFS capabilities. The
methodology takes the chip-wide process variation into account. Extensive experimentation, comparing the proposed approach with
two state-of-the-art methods, for 64-core and 256-core systems running applications from PARSEC and SPLASH-2 benchmark suites,
show an improvement of up to 3.2 years in the system lifetime reliability and 4× improvement in the average core health.

Index Terms—Lifetime reliability, aging, DVFS, manycore systems, process variation, optimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ADVANCEMENTS in process technology led to an ex-
ponential growth of on-chip computation resources.

However, there are several design challenges associated,
such as high power density, rising chip temperature, and re-
duced system lifetime reliability. Device aging mechanisms,
such as negative bias temperature instability (NBTI), time-
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), electromigration
(EM), and hot carrier injection (HCI) negatively impact
system lifetime reliability [1], [2], [3]. In the deep sub-
micron region, the aging mechanisms accelerate due to
elevated chip temperature and shrunk dimensions, leading
to rapid deterioration of device characteristics including
transistor delay degradation and increased metal intercon-
nect resistance. Moreover, manufacturing-induced within-
die process variation (PV) further exacerbates the lifetime of
the cores [4]. Another factor hampering system performance
is dark silicon—as much as 30% chip is envisaged to be dark
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Fig. 1: Comparison of SA-based approach and Longevity Framework.

at 8 nm [5]. The dark silicon constraint however also pro-
vides opportunities to mitigate aging and improve lifetime
in manycore processors [6], [7]. These factors, consequently,
make lifetime reliability a major design concern [8].

Traditionally, designers use one-time worst-case guard-
bands to safeguard against future degradation in the form
of supply voltage increase, reduced operating frequency,
or device oversizing [9], which incur performance, power,
or area penalties. Moreover, the process variability (PV)
problem makes it inefficient to use the same guardband
chip-wide. Overcoming the aforementioned limitations of
guardbanding, the system level design abstraction, in case
of manycore processors, provides opportunities of affecting
the way cores age through task-to-core mappings and per-
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core VF control. Several mapping-based approaches are
proposed in [7], [10], [11], [12], [13] for lifetime/aging opti-
mization. However, they have limited scalability owing the
compute intensive approach of mapping determination.

Mintarno et al. [9] use DVFS to alleviate the impact
of aging towards maximizing lifetime per unit of power
consumed. DVFS is an power management hardware tech-
nique that involves scaling of supply voltage to operate at
a lower frequency, enabling reduced power consumption at
the cost of compromised performance. Quite a few works
have delved into using DVFS for lifetime reliability op-
timization such as in [10], [14], [15], [16]. Das et al. [10]
propose genetic algorithm-based combined exploration of
mapping and VF-selection to optimize both aging and
soft-error susceptibility. Haghbayan et al. [14] propose a
combination of power-gating and DVFS along with aging-
aware mapping to co-optimize lifetime reliability and per-
formance. VARSHA [15] optimizes system performance and
soft-error reliability while meeting the power budget and
performance constraints using combined scheduling and
DVFS. Contrastingly, Bosaglu et al. [16] propose NBTI-
aware control of the supply voltage for lowering energy
consumption. These works have certain limitations: Das et
al. [10] do not consider process variation, Haghbayan et
al. [14] and VARSHA [15] are both restricted to rectangu-
lar mapping regions and do not leverage dark cores for
thermal mitigation. Longevity Framework (LF) overcomes
these challenges by formulating a scalable, non-rectangular
region-based mapping cum VF-selection solution that is
process variation aware and utilizes dark silicon for thermal
mitigation towards lifetime reliability optimization.

Electromigration (EM) is one of the prominent aging
mechanisms leading to lifetime reliability reduction for tech-
nology nodes smaller than 45 nm [17]. Some of the earliest
works on threats to lifetime reliability have also identified
EM as a significant aging mechanism as the technology
scaling continues [1]. EM affects the lifetime reliability of
the metal interconnect, failure of which directly disturbs
the system functionality. The proposed method is, however,
orthogonal to the aging mechanism considered. Other aging
models can be considered in conjunction or alternately.
We did not considered BTI in this work as we wanted to
study with an aging mechanism affecting the interconnect,
specifically the power delivery network. Clock and signal
nets do not show significant aging due to the bi-directional
current they carry, leading to self-healing [18].

Motivational Analysis and Target Research Prob-
lem: To motivate scalable mapping solutions, we ana-
lyzed the computational complexity of simulated annealing
(SA)-based lifetime optimization mapping-based approach
of [13], and compared it with that of our proposed approach,
LF. The SA-based approach [13] is the most scalable among
the mapping-based related work, including [13], [19], [20],
being heuristic-based, and hence we chose to compare
against it. Fig. 1(a) plots the size of the mapping space
explored, and Fig. 1(b) depicts the achieved lifetime relia-
bility for three systems with 64, 128 and 256 cores, respec-
tively. The workloads for the three cases comprised of 4, 6,
and 9 benchmarks from SPLASH-2, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), SA-based approach explored a much larger
number of mappings than LF while improving the lifetime
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Fig. 2: Motivational analysis.

reliability by nearly a year. For instance, for a 128-core
system, SA explored 52× more mappings (Fig. 1(a)) with
a lifetime (MTTF) improvement of 1.1 years (Fig. 1(b)). The
52× larger mapping exploration would incur proportionate
time and power overhead. We noted that for LF, the number
of explored mappings is much smaller as the search space
of mappings is greatly reduced (as explained later), while
not heavily compromising the lifetime reliability. Hence, LF
is more efficient a mapping approach, paving the case of
scalable mapping solutions for the manycore systems.

Another system level handle is per-core DVFS [21]. It
has been utilized in [22] and [23] in the context of AtomTM

and Power8TM processors, respectively. The per-core DVFS
capabilities offer interesting design choices due to the trade-
offs among various design parameters including perfor-
mance, power, and aging. In Fig.1, we demonstrate different
trade-offs as the operating frequency is varied across several
VF levels with an underlying mapping obtained from the
aging-aware mapping approach, Hayat [7]. As seen here,
increasing the frequency reduces the execution time but
incurs higher power and causes more aging. The figure
indicates that selecting the least frequency permissible by
the performance requirement of the application can achieve
maximal power and aging gains.

Fig. 2(b) shows the least (fmin) and highest (fmax) fre-
quency levels permissible with the existing PV for the cores
of a 256-core system. The values depicted are based on the
model discussed in Sec. 3.2. PV impacts the VF levels of the
cores, which affects the range of exploration of the above-
mentioned trade-offs.

To find the extent to which DVFS capabilities can bring
lifetime enhancements, we run applications as per ob-
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Fig. 3: A comparison of the impact of operating cores at fmax versus fmin on aging-related metrics, including average MTTF and number of
failed cores, and the number of applications skipped from being serviced, under mappings obtained by different aging-aware approaches.

tained mappings from aging-aware approaches including
HiMap [24], Hayat [7] and RM [12], at two frequency ex-
tremities, namely fmin and fmax. We compare the average
mean time to failure (MTTF) of all the cores, the number
of failed cores at the end of a 10 years simulation, and
the number of applications skipped at that time due to
the approach not being able to map while meeting their
performance requirement.

Fig. 3(a) shows that the lifetime reliability is enhanced at
fmin, compared to at fmax. The improvement is significant
for mappings from Hayat and HiMap, while it is only a
slight improvement for mappings obtained from RM due
to the narrow slack afforded by the rectangular mapping
generated by RM. In alignment with it, the number of failed
cores at the end of the simulation was consistently higher for
fmax, than fmin; HiMap had the greatest margin. Moreover,
the number of skipped applications for fmin was also fewer.
It proves that opting for fmin in case the performance
requirements permit, is beneficial for lifetime optimization.

This paper aims to obtain the optimal task-to-core map-
pings and voltage-frequency (VF) pair assignment for each
core running a task. The challenges involved are incorpo-
rating the power, performance, and aging trade-offs, and
meeting the constraints such as performance requirement
of the applications, chip’s thermal safe temperature, and
power budget.

Our Novel Contributions: To address the above-
discussed challenges, we make the following novel contri-
butions.

a) We present VF-selection and hierarchical mapping as
a synergistic solution to improve lifetime reliability of
the manycore processors. Towards this, this journal
submission is partly built on top of our recent work
HiMap [24].

b) The proposed methodology obtains the voltage fre-
quency assignment for each core while meeting the
application performance requirement.

c) The mapping approach leverages dark cores to miti-
gate temperature and finds block-based mappings that
ensure uniform mapping of the cores.

d) It accounts for the impact of PV and aging on the
voltage frequency levels.

e) Results obtained from extensive experimentation with
multiple workloads and systems show the effectiveness
of the proposed performance constraint-aware frame-
work integrating task mapping and per-core DVFS for

lifetime reliability optimization of manycore systems.
Paper Organization: The rest of the paper is organized

as follows. Sec. 2 describes the related work. Sec. 3 presents
the system model and the preliminaries. Sec. 4 defines the
problem statement. Sec. 5 discusses the proposed solution.
Sec. 6 explains the experimentation and the results. Sec. 7
concludes.

2 RELATED WORK
In the literature, there are several system-level mapping-
based approaches to improve lifetime reliability of
multi/many-core systems [12], [13], [19], [20]. However,
most do not consider process variation, and dark silicon
constraints and are computation intensive making them
inadequate to match the scale of the manycore systems.
For instance, Das et al. [19] devised a convex optimization-
based mapping technique and Wang et al. [20] used sequen-
tial quadratic programming to find the optimal processor
speeds while meeting the aggregate frequency constraints.
Also, Huang et al. [13] have proposed a simulated annealing
(SA) based mapping approach to improve lifetime reliability
of multi-core systems.

Haghbayan et al. [12] proposed a Reliability-aware Map-
ping (RM) approach for dark silicon manycore systems;
however it does not explicitly consider PV. Gnad et al. [7]
have proposed PV- and aging-aware mapping approach for
dark silicon manycore systems, namely, Hayat. Wang et
al. [25] interspersed dark cores in the region of application
mapping, for thermal mitigation and performance optimiza-
tion, however, they do not form the area based on blocks
of cores. Carvalho et al. [26] created rectangular regions of
cores or clusters to map applications, while LF forms clusters
by selecting blocks, which gives it the flexibility to choose
cores from irregular locations as well.

DVFS is widely used for power/energy optimiza-
tion [27], [28]. DVFS-based thermal management is also pro-
posed [29], [30]. Temperature minimization, however, does
not necessarily lead to aging/lifetime optimization since
aging also depends on other parameters such as supply
voltage, frequency, stress time, and process variation [11].

Use of per-core DVFS for lifetime enhancement is ex-
plored in [10], [16], [31]. Basoglu et al. [16] reduce dy-
namic energy consumption by performing a greedy-based
mapping for lifetime maximization, and adjust the supply
voltage of each core to a lower value of DVFS voltage level
considering aging due to NBTI. Das et al. [10] address the
twin problem of maximizing lifetime reliability and reliabil-
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ity due to transient faults by affecting both mapping and
DVFS, using a multi-objective genetic algorithm. As the de-
sign space is enormous, the initial phase is made to contain
a certain percentage of the feasible solutions, finding which
can be a challenge even for systems with tens of cores. Kim
et al. [31] proposed a learning-based DVFS and dark core
placement solution for dark silicon manycore to minimize
energy consumption while meeting reliability, thermal and
performance constraints. They considered aging of power
grid networks due to EM. However, this Q-learning-based
approach lacks scalability as the policy table size grows
exponentially with increasing number of cores. [32], [33] in-
vestigate interesting power-reliability trade-off for different
VF levels.

Distinctions of proposed LF over State-of-the-Art: In
summary our work is different from the above state of the
art in the following respects:

a) In addition to temperature, we also incorporate impact
of PV on aging, unlike other approaches such as in [31].

b) We reduce the design space to be explored significantly,
as shown in Fig. 1(a), making it a scalable solution.

c) We do not restrict the mapping regions to be rectan-
gular, as in [12], [26], and are able to flexibly select
noncontiguous regions, possibly resulting in favorable
mappings.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Manycore Processor Architecture

The manycore system is an LX × LY grid of tiles. A tile
consists of a core, a memory (private L1 and L2 caches)
and a switch as shown in Fig. 5(a). The set of cores is
denoted as C = {Ci,j ,∀iε[1, LX ], jε[1, LY ]}. There is per-
core DVFS capability [21]. The unused cores are power-
gated, ensuring zero power for the sleeping cores. Each core
has a thermal sensor as in [34]. The on-chip network is of
the mesh topology.

3.2 Process Variation Model

Process variation impacts parameters such as frequency,
metal width and interconnect resistance [35]. We use statisti-
cal process variation model presented in [36] that overlays a
fine grid of spatially correlated Gaussian random variables,
px,y, (xε[1, P ], yε[1, Q]), on the chip. PV impacts the metal
width and interconnect resistance [35]. The physical param-
eters are related to their nominal values, e.g. wire width
(W ), height (H) and power grid resistance (Res) at grid
point (x, y) are given as:

Wx,y = κ1px,y (1a)
Hx,y = κ2px,y (1b)
Resx,y = γpx,y (1c)

where, κ1, κ2 and γ are technology specific constants.
The maximum frequency of a core (fi,j) is also subject to

PV and is given as:

fi,j = β min
s,t∈SCP,i,j

ps,t (2)

where, SCP,i,j is the set of grid points containing critical
paths and β is a technology specific constant. The leakage

and dynamic power are also affected by PV as described
in [36].

Eq. 3a expresses the total power of core Ci,j running
thread τq of application Ap. Eqs. 3b and 3c are the dynamic
power and leakage power formulations. The dynamic and
temperature dependent leakage are affected by PV. The
leakage power of the core is found by summing over all
the grid points lying on the core.

Ptotal,i,j = Pdyn,i,j + Pleak,i,j (3a)

Pdyn,i,j = α′p,qCapi,jV
2fi,j (3b)

Pleak,i,j =
∑

(u,v)εCi,j

pleaku,v × eVthpu,v/VT (3c)

In Eq. 3b, α′p,q is the switching activity of thread τq of
application Ap, Capi,j is the effective capacitance of the tile
i, j, V is the supply voltage, fi,j is the frequency of core i, j,
VT = KTi,j/e (Ti,j is core Ci,j ’s temperature, e is the charge
of an electron and K is Boltzmann constant).

3.3 DVFS Voltage and Frequency (VF) levels
The DVFS at each core can be exercised at one of the
numdvfs levels of VF. The set of VF levels for core Ci is
represented as:

{Vi, Fi} = {{v1, f1}, {v2, f2}, . . . {vnumdvfs
, fnumdvfs

}}
∀ i ε {1, 2, . . . , N}

(4)

All cores have the same set of available voltage levels
given by:

(5){v1, v2, . . . , vnumdvfs
} ∀i ε {1, 2, . . . , N}

For a given supply voltage, the operating frequency is
a function of both aging and PV [37]. The nominal voltage
frequency pairs are given as:

(6){V, Fnom} = {{v1, fnom,1}, {v2, fnom,2}, . . . ,
{vnumdvfs

, fnom,numdvfs
}}

At any moment t, each DVFS frequency level (fi,t) is
affected by the PV and aging. The frequency levels are thus
proportionally related to their nominal value (fnom,i) by the
same factor as the maximum operation frequency (fmax,t),
given by:

(7)fi,t = fnom,i ×
fmax,t
fnom,max

3.4 Application Model
We model workload as periodic multi-threaded applica-
tions, A = {A1, A2, . . . , AM} with periods given by Q =
{Q1, Q2, . . . , QM}. Application Ap has Np threads, denoted
by {τp,1, τp,2, . . . , τi,Np}. Thread τp,q has a deadline given
by td,p,q . The frequency requirement of thread τp,q is given
by freq,p,q .

Execution time (texecution) is related to the instruction
count (IC) and the average number of cycles per instruction
(CPI) by the following equation:

texecution,p,q = IC · CPI · Tclk , (8)
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where, Tclk is the clock period. Substituting execution time
with the deadline (td,p,q) and Tclk by 1/freq,p,q gives fre-
quency requirement as:

freq,p,q =
IC · CPI
td,p,q

. (9)

Mapping of thread τp,q (of application Ap) to core
Ci,j is represented by the mapping function m :
{τp,q, pε[1,M ], qε[1, Np]} → {Ci,j , iε[1, LX ], jε[1, LY ]}.

3.5 Aging and Lifetime Reliability Assessment

Without the loss of generality, we consider the aging due to
EM, since it is one of the major aging phenomena affecting
lifetime reliability of the manycore system. However, the
proposed approach can work for other aging mechanisms
as well by assessing the aging and lifetime reliability of
the considered aging phenomena. EM affects power grid
networks leading to increase in resistance and larger voltage
drop [38]. As a result of which, the maximum operation
frequency reduces. Similar to [38], we consider a core as
faulty if its supply voltage drops to below a threshold value
of Vf .

As explained in detail by Huang et al. [38], nucleation
time is taken for the stress in the wire to reach a critical value
(σcrit). σcrit is the critical stress needed for the nucleation
towards the formation of a void or hillock. The nucleation
phase is followed by the growth phase during which the
resistance increases.

The lifetime reliability, measured as mean time to failure
(MTTF), of a core is formulated as [38]:

MTTF = (tgrowth,∆V=Vf
) + tnuc (10)

where, tgrowth,∆V=Vf
is the duration for the worst-case

voltage drop to become Vf , and tnuc is the nucleation time.
In Eq. 10, nucleation time (tnuc) is added to the growth time
(tgrowth), since this time is spent before the growth phase.
Nucleation time is approximated as given by Eq. 11:

tnuc ≈ τ∗e
EV
kT e−

fΩ
kT (σRes+σ)ln

{ σ

σRes + σ − σcrit

}
(11)

where, τ∗ = l2

D0
exp ED

kT
kT
ΩB and σ = eZρl

4Ω j. The rest of the
parameters are current density (j), activation energy of va-
cancy formation (EV ) and diffusion (ED), ratio of volumes
of vacancy and lattice atom f , residual stress (σRes), atomic
volume (Ω), wire segment length l, resistivity of wire metal
(ρ), and effective charge of the migrating atoms (eZ).

Eq. 12 approximates the growth of resistance:

(12)∆Res(t) = v(t− tnuc)
[ ρTa
hTa(2H +W )

− ρCu
HW

]
The symbols involved are resistivity of barrier material
tantalum (ρTa) and line metal copper (ρCu), barrier height
(hTa), and drift velocity (v). As the core temperature
changes with different mappings over time, we track the
aging phase (nucleation or growth) and state (change in
resistance) in an aging database. The aging assessment uses
this information to determine core aging and MTTF for the
ensuing epoch.

MTTF is an instantaneous value which reflects the ex-
pected lifetime under existing conditions. Aging, on the
other hand, represents cumulative degradation over a pe-
riod of time. MTTF can increase over time depending on the
current temperature and other aging-affecting parameters.
For instance, if a task leading to high temperature is first
assigned to a core, followed by a task generating lower
temperature, then one can observe that the MTTF value first
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decreases and then increases. It is due to the fact that under
latter conditions the aging rate is slowed down, allowing
the core a longer time before it fails. However, the overall
aging of the system will continue to degrade during both
tasks, at different rates.

We consider the shortest MTTF among all the cores as
the MTTF of the system, as also considered in [19], [20], i.e.:

(13)MTTFsys = min
∀iε[1,LX ],jε[1,LY ]

{MTTFi,j}

This definition of system MTTF considers a system to fail
when any of the core fails. Thus, system MTTF indicates the
expected time to first core failure.

Average MTTF of the system which is given as:

MTTFavg =
∑
∀iεN

MTTFi/N, (14)

where, N is the number of cores in the system. Average
MTTF gives the expected value of core MTTF.

It is possible to combine aging due to other wearout
phenomena such as NBTI and HCI with that due to EM.
Unlike EM, BTI and HCI deteriorate the transistor threshold
voltage (Vth). The aging caused by EM can be combined
with that due to BTI and HCI by incorporating the impact
of the different aging phenomena on the supply voltage
and threshold voltage. The transistor delay depends on the
supply voltage and threshold voltage as follows:

delay =
K · Vdd

(Vdd − Vth)2
, (15)

where, K is a technology specific constant.
Let a core fail when its frequency reaches a certain value

denoted as failure-frequency. Given that the maximum
frequency of core Ci,j is given by Eq. 2. MTTF can be calcu-
lated by determining the time taken for frequency to reach
the failure-frequency. It can be solved iteratively, starting
with a small time-step, incrementing it each iteration and
checking if the frequency has reached the failure-frequency.

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Optimization Goal: The objective of this work is to optimize
system lifetime reliability, given by Eq. 16, by finding the
task-to-core mappings and ascertaining per-core VF levels
from amongst the DVFS levels available for the core, while
satisfying the constraints of performance, maximum permis-
sible temperature, and thermal design power (TDP).

max min
∀iε[1,LX ],jε[1,LY ]

MTTFi,j (16)

Constraints: The thermal constraint is given by Eq. 17a,
and TDP is given by Eq. 17b. The performance require-
ment constraint of an application Ap’s (pε[1,M ]) thread τp,q
(qε[1, Np]), states that the assigned frequency should meet
the task’s performance requirement (Eq. 17c).

Ti,j ≤ Tsafe∀iε[1, LX ], jε[1, LY ] (17a)∑
∀iε[1,LX ],jε[1,LY ]

Ptotal,i,j ≤ TDP (17b)

fi,j ≥ freq,p,q (17c)

where, Ti,j is the steady-state temperature of core Ci,j , and
fi,j is core Ci,j ’s frequency of operation.

5 PROPOSED LONGEVITY FRAMEWORK (LF)
Fig. 4 shows the steps involved in the proposed online
lifetime reliability optimizing framework, namely Longevity
Framework. LF integrates our previously proposed hi-
erarchical mapping approach, HiMap, and per-core VF-
selection.

We first briefly introduce HiMap since it provides a
foundation for this work. Followed by that we discuss the
per-core VF selection proposed in this paper.

5.1 HiMap: Hierarchical Mapping Approach for Lifetime
Reliability Optimization

The concepts central to the proposed approach are:
• Blocks: To manage the complexity and scale of map-

ping exploration, we group cores into blocks of equal
size. For example, Fig. 5(a) shows a 64-core system with
2× 2 sized blocks.1

• Clusters: A cluster is a region of cores, formed by se-
lecting some blocks, to which threads of an application
are mapped. A cluster can have some dark cores as
well, e.g., Fig. 5(b) shows 4 clusters with 4 applications
mapped.

• Inclusion of dark cores in the cluster: Dark cores are
included in each cluster. The steps to obtain the number
of dark cores are explained in [24].

• Hyperperiod: It is the least common multiple of all the
application periods.

• Epoch: It is the period for the aging assessment and
mapping intervention.

• Health of a core: A core’s health is inversely related to
the aging state. For EM we quantify it as the increment
in the power grid resistance (∆Res). We formulate
health of a core as Health = 1/(1 + ∆Res).

1. The best block size is found as described ahead in this section.

L2
L1

Switch

Core 

thermal sensor

Manycore system
block

(a) Cores grouped in blocks.

Manycore system

DRM core

Core  App.

A2

A1

A3
A4

Dark core

(b) Applications mapped to
clusters.

Fig. 5: Illustration of blocks and application clusters.

Epochs elapsed
10 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 1100 20

Fig. 6: Aging heatmaps illustrating mappings at epoch number 40 and
100, obtained through the simulation of 4 PARSEC applications running
on a 64-core system affected by PV. The numbers in paranthesis indicate
the application id and the task id, respectively. (-1,-1) means that it is a
dark core.
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In order to account for the memory and network inter-
ference from other workloads on application metrics such as
execution time, HiMap performs profiling during runtime.
The profiling is done during the first three2 executions of the
applications. Out of those executions, we use the average
case (with respect to execution time) as considering the
worst-case might be too pessimistic. HiMap can thus handle
newly introduced applications by profiling them at runtime.

The profiled data includes the application IC and CPI,
along with the maximum temperature, execution time
and average dynamic power. The data related to appli-
cation threads is associated with the application identi-
fier and thread identifier by tagging it with the tuple
{app id, thread id}. Instead of logging values at each pro-
filing tick, it logs average or steady state values. Out of the
profiled data some are per-thread such as average instruc-
tion per cycle (IPC) and instruction count (IC). Other data
is stored per application, including average total power,
maximum temperature among all the cores, and execution
time. The memory required to store the profiled data is very
small. The estimated storage needed for an application with
16 threads is 140 B (64 B for IC, 64 B for CPI, and 4 B each
for average power, execution time and maximum tempera-
ture.). Estimated storage requirement for 10 applications is
thus only 1.36 kB.

Data is associated with its application and thread (where
applicable) by tagging it with the corresponding applica-
tion identifier (app id) and thread identifier (thread id).
A thread of an application is uniquely identified by
{app id, thread id}.

Using the IPC and IC obtained from profiling, HiMap de-
termines per-thread frequency requirement by using Eq. 9.
HiMap determines task mapping every epoch, at point of
time estimated to be the end of the hyperperiod occurring
at the epoch end. It finds mappings at runtime in parallel
to the application execution on a dedicated core called
dynamic lifetime reliability manager or DRM core. Post the
profiling, the operating system (OS) performs the thread-
to-core mapping as per the mapping generated by HiMap
task mapper. As the workload is periodic, it is required to
map the same set of threads each time. Within (between)
epochs, it follows the mapping obtained at the beginning of
the epoch.

The first design point of HiMap is the order in which it
maps the given applications. Its second design point is that
it intersperses sleeping cores in a block of cores assigned
to an application for temperature lowering and lifetime
reliability gain. The third design point is assignment of
threads to cores from the assigned blocks of cores, which
is done during Stage I using simulated annealing-based
mapping exploration, and in Stage II using a heuristic of
assigning threads with higher average power to faster cores.

HiMap differs from the state-of-the-art aging-aware
mapping methods such as Hayat [7] and RM [12]. HiMap
proceeds mapping applications in a specific order which is
the most favorable order, in terms of enhancing sysytem
lifetime reliability, obtained from the initial mapping ex-

2. Three executions were observed to be sufficient to overcome the
cold start of the cache.

ploration, i.e., mapping higher power applications to faster
blocks.

The mapping exploration consists of two stages: initial
cluster-based mapping exploration (stage I) and finding an
alternate cluster-based mapping to achieve uniform aging
across the cores (stage II). In stage I, DRM core finds an
initial cluster-based mapping (shown in a blue-colored box
in Fig. 4) to maximize MTTFsys while taking several hy-
perperiods. Concurrently, applications execute on cores as
per a random mapping. After the mapping exploration, the
applications run as per the obtained mapping until the end
of the first epoch. After that, stage II continues in which
DRM finds a new mapping every epoch (also shown in a
blue-colored box in Fig. 4). Notably, both Stage I and II use
the profiled application average dynamic power and assign
higher power applications to faster blocks of cores. Stage
II also determines the most favorable VF level meeting the
performance requirement of the mapped task as explained
in Sec. 5.2 (shown in an orange-colored box in Fig. 4). As
core-level aging profile varies over the epoch, the mapping
step of stage II identifies the set of healthy cores and maps
workload to these to ensure uniform aging across the cores.
Fig. 6 shows the mappings superpositioned on the aging
heatmaps at epoch number 40 and epoch 100 obtained
through the simulation of 4 PARSEC applications on a 64-
core system. The blocks occupied by the applications are
marked color-wise. As seen here, applications get migrated
to different blocks to keep the overall aging profile uniform
so as to achieve maximization of the system lifetime relia-
bility. Our paper [24] explains both the stages in detail.

Core Aging and MTTF assessment: To evaluate a map-
ping in terms of lifetime reliability, the DRM core performs
per-core aging and MTTF assessment, for the given PV,
core temperatures and existing aging (if any). For stage
I, it returns per-core MTTF corresponding to the explored
mapping. During stage II, it assesses per-core aging for the
duration of an epoch (as described in Sec. 3 for EM) and
maintains an aging database with per-core aging, frequency,
and health.

5.2 Per-core VF-Selection for Lifetime Reliability Opti-
mization

We derive from the motivational analysis that the least
frequency level meeting the performance requirement of
the task being mapped to a core is the most beneficial in
terms of minimizing aging and hence maximizing lifetime
reliability. Therefore, the per-core VF level selection is a
greedy frequency selection, as described in Algo. 1.

Algo. 1 first initializes each core frequency as zero, which
corresponds to a sleeping core (ln. 1 to ln. 3). Next, for all
the tasks of each application (ln. 4), it gets the core it is
mapped to (ln 5). For that task, it begins from the lowest
frequency level available at the core (ln. 6), and checks if
it meets the task’s performance requirement (ln. 7). If the
frequency requirement is met that frequency level is saved
(ln. 8), otherwise it moves to the next higher frequency and
repeats the process (ln. 6 to ln. 13). The core frequency is set
as the saved frequency level (ln. 14).

Lifetime reliability gain obtained through the per-core
VF-scaling depends on the mapping approach. It depends
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on the exection slack offered by the mapping: a mapping
approach that offers greater execution slack will result in a
lower frequency level, leading to lower temperature and a
higher lifetime reliability.

Algorithm 1: Greedy per-core frequency selection.

Input: A, Freq , m, V , F
Result: Frunning

1: for ∀fεF do
2: f = 0
3: end for
4: for All tasks τp,q of the application set A do
5: Get the core Cj it is mapped to i.e. m(τp,q)
6: for ∀fεF , initializing f = fmin do
7: if freq,p,q < f then
8: fset = f
9: break

10: else
11: f = fnext higher
12: end if
13: end for
14: frunning,j = fset
15: end for

5.3 Intervention overhead and scalability
As the workload is periodic in nature, the mapping deci-
sions are made ahead of time on a separate DRM core, so
that there is no delay owing the mapping and VF determi-
nation. Moreover, the intervention is done once an epoch,
which is of the order of hours or months. Hence, during
both the stages, there is no performance penalty.

During stage I, when the initial cluster-based mapping
is found the scheduler maps threads as per the obtained
mapping from the next hyperperiod onwards, for the rest
of the epoch. For a number of block dimensions explored
(num-block-dim-options), stage I has a runtime complexity
ofO(num-block-dim-options∗M ∗Numrounds∗Numsteps),
where, M is the number of applications, and Numrounds

and Numsteps are, respectively, the number of rounds and
steps in simulated annealing. Thus, stage I is scalable w.r.t.
number of cores and applications.

The runtime complexity of stage II is O(M.k.logk),
where M is the number of applications, and k is the
maximum number of threads among the applications. Thus,
stage II is scalable to the number of applications and the size
of the manycore system. Stage II takes place on DRM core
to get the other mapping just before the end of the epoch.
The VF level selection involves parsing the DVFS frequency
levels to find the least frequency meeting the performance
requirement, with a linear complexity of O(numdvfs). The
scheduler maps threads to cores as per the obtained map-
ping for the length of an entire epoch, starting with the
time stipulated for the next hyper-period. Since runtime
interferences could lead to application execution not fin-
ishing in the estimated time, the unfinished applications
need to be migrated. A performance overhead is associated
with the context switching of the unfinished application
threads including their suspension and restart, application
mapping, data migration, and cache flushing.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

6.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 7. It consists
of manycore simulator Snipersim [39], which is interfaced
with power simulator McPAT [40]. The power output from
it is fed to thermal simulator HotSpot [41]. After that,
steady-state temperature output is passed to an aging and
MTTF assessment unit. The aging and MTTF values for
each core are sent to the dynamic resource manager (DRM)
module, which interacts with the manycore simulator to
control the mapping and per-core VF level. We updated
the leakage model in HotSpot with a PV-aware adaptation
of temperature dependent leakage model from [42]. The
technology node is 22 nm. Tile size is 0.7 mm × 0.8 mm
and comprises of Nehalem core, L1 cache (256 kB), and
L2 cache (512 kB). The nominal frequency is 1GHz. In the
architecture we have used, there is a memory controller for
each core, with a three-channel connection to main memory
and per-controller bandwidth of 7.6 GB/s. There is memory
interleaving of 4 banks.

It is noteworthy that we could not measure the context
switching overhead since manycore system simulation plat-
form, Snipersim, simulates user-space only [39] and does
not simulate the operating system (OS) and the context
switch managed by it. Typically, context switch requires 5-
7 µsec but since in case of LF it may occur only once an
epoch, which is of the order of weeks or months, it does not
hamper the average performance significantly.

We conducted experiments with a medium-sized system
of 64 cores and a larger system with 256 cores. Similar to
state-of-the-art works [7], [43], [44], we consider workload
comprising of a number of applications. For both the sys-
tems the workload comprised of a mix of applications from
SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmark suites—while SPLASH-
2 is a classic benchmark suite, PARSEC contains emerging
applications. Since aging is a long-term phenomena, and
applications do not run long enough to cause noticeable
aging, we consider periodic workloads. In order to capture
the long-term effect of aging, we have used accelerated
aging simulation, similar to Hayat [7], to obtain the effective
aging due to the multiple executions of the periodic work-
load during an intervention interval i.e. epoch, which is set
according to the experimental conditions and is typically
of the order of weeks or months. The workload for 64-core

Manycore 
simulator 

(Snipersim)

Power simulator 
(McPAT)

Aging and 
MTTF 

assessment

Applications

PV-aware 
leakage model

Thermal simulator 
(Hotspot)

Dynamic 
Reliability 
Manager 

(DRM)Mapping and 
per-core VF-selection

Power

Steady-state 
temperature

Per-core aging

Fig. 7: Experimental setup.
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system consisted of two applications each from PARSEC and
SPLASH-2, and that for the 256-core system comprised of
five applications from SPLASH-2 and 4 applications from
PARSEC.

We chose a mix of applications from SPLASH-2 and
PARSEC benchmark suites so that the power budget can be
met, and also the IPC of the applications varies over a wide
range—particularly from under 0.5 (low) to above 1.0 (high).
In Table I (workload used for 64-core system), there are two
SPLASH-2 applications—one with an IPC of 0.4 and another
with an IPC of 1.3—and, two PARSEC applications—one
with an IPC of 0.52 and the other with an IPC of 1.14. Table
II (workload used for 256-core system) comprises of five
applications from SPLASH-2 such that three applications
have IPC up to 0.6 and two have IPC above 1.0. Similarly,
the applications chosen from PARSEC benchmark suite have
IPC varying from 0.5 to above 1.0.

A different combination of applications would give sim-
ilar results with a varying degree of gain. It due to the
distinctive design differences of our framework, LF, to the
state-of-the-art works compared. LF sorts applications ac-
cording to average power and maps them (this heuristic
was chosen as it was found to be better among the explored
application selection criteria) to cores in that order. The
mapping involves a block-based mapping region selection,
followed by thread mapping. On the other hand, the state-
of-the-art mapping approach Hayat [7] does not order appli-
cations in a certain way before mapping them which makes
it less in-control and hence it loses the opportunity to save
cores from fast aging. Besides, the other comparison partner,
i.e., reliability-aware mapper (RM) [12] selects contiguous
rectangular region of cores to map threads of an applica-
tion which creates thermal hotspots of greater intensity as
compared to a dispersed mapping (with sleeping cores in-
between) achieved by our framework, LF.

We considered Tsafe of 90◦C, and frequency to vary
by 10% in the 64-core system and 30% in the 256-core
system reflecting larger impact of PV in larger chips. We
considered 5 DVFS VF levels, as shown for a core with 1
GHz maximum operation frequency in Table 3. It is based
on the observation that frequency is proportional to volt-
age [45]. The simulation epoch is subject to the conditions
such as the rate of aging, which in turn depends on the
performance and power requirements. While choosing too
small an epoch is inefficient, choosing a very long epoch will
make the intervention less effective as much aging would
have occurred already. It was decided to take epoch as
one month for the evaluations. The corresponding observed
worst-case resistance increment was 4%, which is not too
drastic and was capable of avoiding unmanageable core
failures. We simulation period was ten years (120 epochs).

We took the ratio of running to dark cores in a cluster
(R) as two, to keep a moderate number of dark cores in the
cluster. The max-hop-count was taken as two since a larger
value would incur significant communication overhead. We
performed HiMap’s stage I with block dimensions: 2 × 1,
1× 2, 2× 2, 4× 1 and 1× 4. For the particular PV maps, we
found the block dimension of 2 × 2, that packs the cores of
the block the closest, to be the most favorable for improving
MTTFsys, in both manycore systems.

TABLE 3: DVFS VF levels.

Voltage (in V) Frequency (in MHz)

1 1000
0.95 900
0.9 800
0.85 700
0.8 600

We
compared LF
with two state-
of-the-art aging-
aware mapping
approaches,
namely
Hayat [7] and
RM [12]. To
assess the impact of DVFS on these three approaches,
we compared with and without integration of DVFS. In
the following the DVFS integrated versions are denoted
as prefixing ’Di-’ to the name of the method. For a fair
comparison, we compared lifetime reliability as well as
performance.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Evaluation on a 64-core system
Fig. 8(a) illustrates the system MTTF, which is the minimum
MTTF among all the cores of the system. It shows that LF
achieves lesser reduction in system MTTF from 2.5 years
to 1.5 years at the end of 120 epochs, which corresponds
to a 38% reduced system lifetime at the end of 10 years
simulation period. On the other hand, HiMap, Hayat, and
RM, as well as, the DVFS-integrated versions of Hayat and
RM (Di-Hayat and Di-RM) resulted in 100% degradation in
system MTTF. Thus, LF led to 62% less decline in the system
MTTF.

Fig. 8(b) compares the average MTTF among all the cores
as the simulation progressed. It shows that Di-RM and RM
both led to a slightly improved average MTTF compared to
LF, this is due to up to three applications being skipped from
being mapped as shown in Fig. 8(d). Both Hayat and Di-
Hayat both resulted in a steadily degrading average MTTF.
LF extended the average MTTF by 3× compared to Di-
Hayat. Fig. 8(c) shows the number of failed cores resultant
due to the different mapping methods. It is observed that
Hayat resulted in the greatest number of failed cores with
47 failed cores at the end of 120 epochs. LF led to no failed
cores. HiMap resulted in 15 failed cores at the end of the
simulation period, while both RM and Di-RM, respectively,
led to only 3 and 2 failed cores due to skipping of up to 3
applications causing lesser aging. Thus, LF led to the least
number of failed cores. The figure indicates that Hayat led
to more rapid aging, than both LF and HiMap from epoch
40 onwards. It is, essentially, because Hayat does not follow
any particular order of mapping applications. Unlike Hayat,
the HiMap mapper (which is also the mapper used in LF),
maps higher power applications on faster blocks of cores,
which is found to be beneficial in extending system lifetime
reliability during the initial mapping exploration.

Fig. 8(d) depicts the number of applications skipped
from mapping due to not being able to meet the tasks’
frequency requirements. As seen here, LF did not skip any
application. Both RM and Di-RM led to three applications
being skipped by the 10th epoch. HiMap led to one skipped
application at epoch 15. Hayat led to a skipped application
from epoch 49, and Di-Hayat resulted the same a bit later,
from epoch 69 onwards. The reason for applications being
skipped by RM is that it could not find cores meeting the
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TABLE 1: Workload used for the 64-core system.

App. ID App. Name Benchmark IPC (least value) IC (max. value) Thread count

0 cholesky SPLASH-2 1.31 66653024 8
1 radix SPLASH-2 0.4 5459539 8
2 blackscholes PARSEC 1.14 16164994 8
3 bodytrack PARSEC 0.52 76373790 8

TABLE 2: Workload used for the 256-core system.

App. ID App. Name Benchmark IPC (least value) IC (max. value) Thread count

0 barnes SPLASH-2 0.48 110087840 16
1 cholesky SPLASH-2 1.31 66653024 8
2 fft SPLASH-2 1.07 7680429 8
3 radix SPLASH-2 0.4 5459539 8
4 raytrace SPLASH-2 0.6 67360133 8
5 blackscholes PARSEC 1.14 16164994 8
6 bodytrack PARSEC 0.52 76373790 8
7 swaptions PARSEC 1.27 56345245 8
8 vips PARSEC 1.5 112551751 8
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performance requirements for all the threads involved. It
highlights the design difference of LF and RM, i.e., while
LF maps thread of an application in a distributed manner,
across disjointed blocks, RM does it contiguously in a rect-
angular region of cores.

In accordance to the skipped applications count, the
sum of the frequency of running cores varied as shown in
Fig. 8(e). The sum denotes the throughput. It is observed
that LF maintains a steady throughput, while HiMap, Di-
Hayat, Hayat, RM, and DiRM show decline over time due
to applications being skipped from being mapped. The
maximum temperature across the chip varied as shown in
Fig. 8(f) in agreement to the number of applications mapped
each epoch by the different methods. Fig. 8(f) shows that
LF results in the largest drop (of 10 K) in the maximum
chip temperature compared to HiMap, compared to the
drop achieved by both Di-Hayat and Di-RM over Hayat
and RM, respectively, for the most of the simulation (the
difference was only 3 K in both the cases). It indicates that
the execution slack available to LF is more than how much
is available to both Di-Hayat and Di-RM.

Fig. 8(g) illustrates the core aging in terms of fractional
change in resistance. The aging profile compares only the
DVFS-integrated methods. It shows that LF led to less aging
for all the cores, compared to Hayat. RM resulted in the
lowest aging compared to all the methods as it skipped
certain applications causing less wearout.

6.2.2 Evaluation on a 256-core system
Fig. 9(a) shows the minimum MTTF among all the cores. It is
seen here that LF results in a 63% reduced system MTTF at
the end of the simulation compared to that at the beginning.
While the rest of the methods resulted in 100% reduction in
the system MTTF. Thus, LF led to a 36% less degradation
of the system MTTF at the end of simulation period of ten
years. Fig. 9(b) compares the average MTTF of all the cores.
It shows that among all the methods, LF achieves the best
average MTTF, which is 1.87× that of Di-Hayat. HiMap,
Hayat, and Di-Hayat show steady decline in the average
MTTF. RM and Di-RM, however, show decline and then
increment in the average MTTF. Since MTTF depends on the
instantaneous aging as well as temperature, it may happen
that a reduced temperature owing skipping of certain appli-
cations leads to an improved MTTF. As shown in Fig. 9(d),
both RM and Di-RM result in applications getting skipped
resulting in lowering maximum chip temperature, as shown
in Fig. 9(f).

Fig. 9(c) compares the number of cores failed. Up to
epoch 27, RM caused highest number of failed cores. After
that, Hayat resulted in more failed cores due the fact that
it does not manage mapping applications according to their
characteristics. Moreover, epoch 40 onwards RM was unable
to map at least one application, as seen in Fig. 9(d) due
to its contiguous, rectangular mapping style. It was noted
that RM skipped more applications than Di-RM. There is a
decrease in the number of applications skipped by RM at
epoch 102, as before that epoch RM was able to map a 16-
threaded application and later had to drop it and in return
it was able to map two 8-threaded applications. Per-contra,
LF which assigns higher power applications to faster blocks
of cores, led to no core failures throughout the simulation.

Fig. 9(e) illustrates the sum of the frequency of the
running cores. It is observed that LF, HiMap, Di-Hayat,
and Hayat maintain a steady throughput all throughout. As
expected, in general, the DVFS-integrated versions lead to
less throughput than the basic mapping methods, such as LF
less than HiMap, and Di-Hayat less than Hayat. Di-RM too
shows less throughput than RM up to epoch 71. However,
from epoch 72 onwards as RM skips another application, it
gives a less throughput than Di-RM.

Fig. 9(f) shows the maximum temperature across the
chip achieved by the mapping methods. It is observed
that among the basic versions i.e. HiMap, Hayat, and RM,
up to epoch 35 RM shows the highest temperature while
Hayat shows the lowest. It is due to the fact that RM maps
tasks in a contiguous set of cores, while HiMap intersperses
sleeping cores among blocks of running cores and Hayat
performs a locality-oblivious mapping. From epoch 35 to
39, RM achieved less temperature as the aging lowered the
maximum operating frequency. After epoch 39, RM skipped
applications and as a result achieved a lower temperature.
Similarly, in the case of DVFS-integrated versions, Di-RM
leads to the highest temperature up to epoch 48 and LF
achieves the lowest temperature. After epoch 48, Di-RM
achieves temperature lower than Di-Hayat as it skips an
application. Comparing the DVFS integrated versions to the
basic versions, LF achieves up to 20 K drop in the maximum
chip temperature than HiMap, while Di-Hayat achieved
only up to 4 K reduction than Hayat, and Di-RM attained
maximum chip temperature similar as that of RM.

Fig. 9(g) compares the core aging across the chip. It is
observed that LF achieved the lowest aging for all the cores.
Di-Hayat caused the largest amount of aging for 67% of the
cores. For the remaining 33% Di-RM caused greater aging.

Comparing the case of 64-core and 256-core systems:
With an increase in the number of cores in the system from
64 to 256, the process variation becomes more pronounced,
as also reflected by variation considered—10% variation in
the former and 30% in the latter. It can be seen from Fig. 8(c)
and 9(c), that in the case of 64-cores system, Hayat resulted
in more core failures than HiMap—by 50% of the system
size. In the case of 256-cores system, also, Hayat led to more
core failures than HiMap—by 54.5% of the system size. In
both the cases LF led to zero failures throughout. It indicates
that HiMap mapper, which is also the mapping logic used
by LF, exercises increasingly better mapping decisions than
Hayat as the system size increases. HiMap leverages on its
ordered mapping process which maps higher power appli-
cations to faster blocks of cores. On the other hand, with
an increased system size, Hayat performed more poorly
compared to HiMap. LF directly benefits from HiMap’s
ordered mapping strategy. The other comparison partner,
RM, caused skipped applications and thus caused lesser
number of failed cores than HiMap, in both the cases, due
to less wearout. In summary, LF is able to leverage on
the application characterisitcs-aware mapping to a greater
extent for larger systems, as compared to the state-of-the-art
works.

In summary, for both 64-core and 256-core systems, LF has
been able to achieve an extended system lifetime reliability while
meeting the performance requirements of the workload by success-
fully harnessing the per-core DVFS capabilities towards reduced
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Fig. 9: Comparison of lifetime reliability and some related metrics obtained for a 256-core system.

aging.

7 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents LF, an efficient and scalable hierarchical
mapping cum VF-selection approach for improving the
lifetime reliability of dark silicon manycore systems while
satisfying performance, power, and temperature constraints.
LF ensures uniform aging and defers core failure. It contains
inter-thread communication distances with aging- and PV-
aware cluster-based mapping of threads to healthy cores
keeping weaker cores as dark for thermal mitigation. The
VF-selection ensures that it meets the performance require-
ments, and translates the power savings to core health
improvements. Experimental results for 64- and 256-core
systems validate LF’s effectiveness and show significant im-
provement over the state-of-the-art. LF leverages an online
integrated framework encompassing a hierarchical mapping
approach and per-core VF selection. It exhibits that such a
framework can enable efficient management of the complex
space of mapping and per-core DVFS for dark silicon many-
core systems towards lifetime reliability enhancement.
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